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I. D-jTRODL'CTION 
A. Review of Literature 
Some redundant ni-mber systems, such as the residue number system, have 
intorestinR and potentially useful characteristics in the arithmetic opera­
tions of multiplication, addition and subtraction. In a conventionally 
vrciphted runber system, the n-th dip;it in the sum is derendent. i-.yor. the n-th 
dipits of the tiojo operands and the carry from the lesner r i ;-;yt Ticnnt difit". 
Tn th(! residue numier system, the n-th dipit of t}:e sum is fir-rendeni. only 
ur''>n trie n-th diyits of the oncrands. I!o cnrries w neede:] t,': proT;a: ntc ?-
lorif- the syrtnm. Pronapation of carries are also not needed for the orcra-
tion of multiplication and subtraction, 'iith those properties, ndTiition, 
î.rjltiylication and subtraction in the residue number syrtein is significantly 
faster than the same operations in conventionally weighted number r;ysteiTis, 
In the last few years, a significant amount of work [(lfi)-(28)l has 
been devoted to improving the speed of arithmetic operations in computers. 
'•\lthour/i present machines have some spectacular speed (e.n-, 1 microsecond) 
for ar: add cycle, there are problems which are cotnrute boimd rather thar 
Lnrut/'')utput hound, Such problems are in correlation analysis, partial riif-
I'c.'rential ccuations, numerical analysis and matrix oyiernt.ionL; to name a Lew. 
TJiere arc also computer systems where the arithmetic j;need in almost di^ c^tly 
related to the performance of the whole system, such as in the cases of rock-
et-borne or min^ ile-borne on-line control comruters. 
:'ome of the ways to speed up the operations of an arithmetic processor 
are: (a) V^ y tbe use of hiph-speed circuit elements, and (b) by the use of 
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carry-look-ahead or conditional-sum adder. It ir.\ist be noted that the carry 
propaf'ation tine in a parallel adder usually has a decisive influence upon 
the time of execution of arithmetic operations. This has been a subject of 
intensive investigations [(l8)-(2l)]« 
In the conditional-sum method (19), the partial sum and carry are re­
corded in two separate registers. The carry register is shifted to the left, 
and the ones in the carr;/" register are reset to zero whenever they are 
aliened with a zero in the partial-sum register, and the act of resetting 
the ones to zero in the carry register forces a one in the corresponding 
position in the partial-sum register. The process is continued until all 
the ones in the carry register are eliminated. 
In a cirry-look-ahead (20), the register is segmented into blocks of k-
bit long. In each block, the k bits of the sum and the carry to the next 
block are computed simultaneously. The carry is propagated from block to 
block instead of bit by bit. Due to complexity of the circuitry and limita­
tion of fan-in and fan-out in a gate, k is usually no more than 5 bits, 5 
bits is also the average carry propagation length of a 32-bit adder (21). 
The skip-carry technique (20) is useful in multiplication where there 
are a string of ones and zeros in the mi&tiplier. A string of m zeros will 
imply that the multiplicand is shifted m positions. A string of ones be­
tween positions k and k+m is replaced by 2^ . Consequently, m addi­
tions and shifts are replaced by a shift and a subtraction. Lehman (l8) 
extended this basic recoding technique and demonstrated that isolated 
zeros could be treated as a part of a longer string of bits. An isolated 
"one" calls for an addition of the multiplicand while an isolated zero 
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c.-îlls for a nv;htracxiori, (20.; presented a skir.-patii distribution 
c' jrs:'stir.-- oi" a division cl' the adder into k-position p;ro\;ps, and î^ ajerski 
(21) presented a method to determine the optiimim oistrib^ tion of carr?/ okir) 
:'r, ar: adinr. This ncthod could increase the speed of the 'iri' hnctn c unit 
a).r/;t 5 tj'nos over the conventionally striictured ones, wh.m irmloineni.ed 
wi th tho 5:anc class of lopic. 
A third v:ay to increase the speed of arithrnetic operations is to com­
pletely elj.ir.inate the carrry pr^^ap^tion problem. This is one of t.lic in­
herent properties of the residije nijnber syrtem. I'.arner (10) in\'estirated 
1 r o ..Kc of residue number cy.-'tem in computers. Althoujrh 'n 1.3 main r^al was 
-Î.U •'.re r/'di;lar corir-G to detect anij correct errors, he also pointed out the 
pr I'o-rti's f''." i.l'.o residue numbers. The prcpertii-vs he descri bed were not. new 
!:i.t ; .";ve been known for cert eric s aniî could be found in '•t,.andard 1.exi-i;ooks 
or: V.-.ooi-y oj" i-j rr.hers (12). He, however, vrent fi:rthar ir; shewing hOi-; •:ne 
r rh ' -..UH; t;:;S res'duc represent-ati on in the arii i,: n-oti c processor. 
A- v,ho Svob.oda (30) was invest-i r;r iP--; apoJ 1 cnti or; o!" re-
rifiual :i::jcbers in rnathc;r-i£ti.oal machines, de described an alr'or i t . r im  for rfn:l-
t 1 r -1 y in.:'- rridi !ir n^irbers in rr-si di-al classf's .  lie also rxtended this to 
' " I ' . ' i f d .  ;  o ;  ::"i Corin, v-hich is his nain coid.ri tn; id. en. hf 
r ove r -  i . t . i :  r i o n :n  t j  vc ;  , n ' c ; i S  oL"  numi  e r  s o i . : .  , r : ^  / '  ^  i  s '  - ,  ]  - n  O '  
1 . o - . - i  I - . a  - . . I . ;  < i <  i e c t i  c r  a n d  m a r u i t n d n  c c - r p - i r i s c n .  l i e  . ' s V  n  :  '  • !  : : s i ,  « > •  • ;  ' y  
! ; Ml ; 1,0 'Iff id;- .'-l' r ; I : x'l ill p''';cti cal c i roi: i try . 
dlor-us (' ! J.I'd dasaki (2' ') 'no<i if icrd thr- residi;o C'jfie by nclud i n^ a 
rr;;if:ni iude hxiex A(y) which is carried oi;t dirt, eddy from tho Criim.-sc; icer'iain-
der Tiujoreiu. The niaprdLude index will si}vpli fy nnrrd i.udc coinpari son and 
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sign detection, but it introduces a problem in multiplication, and conver­
sion is more difficult than before. 
Cheney (6) and Guffin (13) used the residue nrimher nymtem for spfxial 
arplicntions. Cheney applied it to correlation problems nnfl Ouffin used 
it to nolvo lin(-;ir sirrajltaneous eouations by an iterative method. Tt must 
bp noted that these special problems require a lot of multiplication and 
addition operations with very few division operations. Other applications 
that one may add to this list are the matrix operations such as multi­
plication and inversion which are common operations in solving partial 
liiiTorential equations. Neither author proposed any new solution to the 
inlierent problems of modular arithmetic. They avoided division in modular 
T'ifxlc, an", to assure that there is no overflow, they comruted t-'-fore hand 
T"a%irn'm rnr.'-e they woi;]d onc"urn,f,T ir t' cir cof::.ui.al.i on, and ucalcd 
appropriately. Cheney (6) used analog-modular and modular-.tnalo;,; conver­
sion. Thic may slim-.j.ify anri speed up the conversion operation, !".nv;evor, 
at t'r.e cost o;' accuracy. At any rate, he obtained an accuracy of 1 part in 
100. Gu 'Tin in turn used the mijced-radix code to convert a modular number 
back to binary form. This is the same technique n- oposed by Garner. 
A few autliors f(ll:), (l?), i 2 h ) ,  (32) and (33)1, in the field of Infor­
mation Theory, have looked at the residue number syrtem from a different 
point of vnov;. They h-ive used it for detecting and correcting errors, \nd 
aro rnorc intt;ri';r,ted in the; reduniîant residue nmnber syst.em. A reciimdnnt 
i;\;riitpc:r .••.y;item is a residue-coded numbe r systi:m with the; moduli not 
i-<-lativ( iy :Thuc with each other. 
in order to increase th». reliability of tlie arithmetic and data trans-
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Mission of a computer, redundancy is required in the system. Redundancy may 
be introduced at different levels; the logic-circuit level (duplication of 
gates and flip-flops functions, as in majority logic), the subsystem level 
(the redundant residue number system and other coding-redundancy approaches), 
and the system level (duplication of the entire computer as a unit). 
A simple method of using modular numbers to check arithmetic operations 
such as addition, is to determine the residues of the augend, addend and the 
sum vTith respect to a modulus m. If the sum is correct then the modular 
sum of the residues of the augend and addend must be equal to the residue 
of the sum. The only time the check fails is when the error is a multiple 
of the modulus m, and this will become less probable as m increases. 
Szabo (31) and Kier et al. (I6) were the first ones to look at the 
arithmetic limitations of the residue number system and analyse the problem, 
Szabo did not offer a specific method for si^ pi detection but rather derived 
the condition under which a solution can exist. Kier et al. (le) presented 
a scheme for dividing positive modular numbers. The method of determining 
the quotient is based upon determining the residue of the binary equivalent 
of the quotient. They used an iterative method, that is, approximating the 
solution and applying a correction to find a new solution. They derived a 
relationship which yields the number of iterations needed for a given accu­
racy. On the average, division may need about 8 modular operations, or 
about 330 microseconds, when using magnetic core matrices with a transition 
time of 2 microseconds. A fast-division, for the case when division is exact 
was presented. This special case takes only one modular operation. The 
fast-division technique, however, has a very limited application due to its 
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restrictions, and it is still necessary to detenaine that the division is 
exact. Overilcn-j was detected by introducing a redundant r.odulus. 
Using the codini^  theorem of Szabo (31)j Banerji and 3rzozowski (5) 
dcrivcid a function to de te mi ne the sir^ n of a residue-coded number. In 
their notation, nil numbers in the lovrer half of the ranpe irc considered 
to be positive, and all numbers in the urner half of the rnnre arc nerntive. 
The net of r.oduli is partitioned into two ftrov.ps. The product of the modu­
li in one rrcup is set as 21'i and the- other proim as 11. The residue of a 
TAOT.ber % with respect to modulur; !•' is converted into mixed-radix number, and 
its r'-sidue with respect to 2M is conuted. The yipn function is tested for 
all i's ( 0^  i. ^  -1 ), and if the function is true for at least ore i, 
tiicn the nu"''. r is positive. J or negative nunbers, the index i. must ru r 
froi;; 0 to I'-l, in order to disprove the proposition. In usins- this alpo-
rJ tiiii, !.hr: si ze of K must be weighted by the designer. The runnivip; index 
i 'ioponds upon I' so that larre K is not advisable. On the otfer- haiid, the 
conversion ci the residue of X with respect to M will take a 1 unfair time, 
if 1-i is chosen to be small. 
it. D. lierill (22) modified the control unit of a conventional conputer 
so tiiat it could perform both conventional and modular ai-it-himetic. The 
arithmetic unit is utilized to e:cecute residue system routines by t.he par­
ti tioninr oi; t.'ie adder and shift repister into several serments. r'.ach sej^ -
ment may present the residue with respect to a modulus in binar;" form. 
iTodular operations can be done in parallel by operating on each modular 
serment simultaneously. 
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B. Statement of the Problem 
Althoiif-h many people [(10)-(13)] have devoted a significant amount cf 
time to the investigation of the residue number system for comT^ uter usa;^ e, 
the residue system has not been widely accepted in practical applications. 
Up to this date the residue system has found a limited application, due to 
various mathematical and practical difficulties involved. Among the dif­
ficulties, as pointed out by many people, are : 
a) Representation of negative numbers, 
b) Input and output conversion, 
c) Sirr. and ca-erflow detection, 
i) nnrnitude comparison, 
e) Scalinp, 
f) Fractional representation, 
n) Division, 
}i) Floating-point arithmetic, 
i) I multiple precision. 
In order for the residue number r.;ysttim to be practical in ai •] 1 i cnti on, 
.^11 the problems listed above must be solved and must have a practicnl. im-
rlemonl.ation. The purpose of this investigation is to furljior .Ttudy thnr-.n 
problems aru.) develop new alf'iorithims. 
In this dissertation, the si.gn-mapnitude form is used to represent 
positive and negative numbers, A bit is assigned to indicate the sign, 
and the magnitude is expressed in residue form. 
C)ne conventional approach to the solution of problems (b) to (e) is to 
find the mixed-rndix representation of the residue-coded number; however. 
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the disadvantages of this method are its serial operation and tïiat the most 
ci,-i:nificar.t dirait is determined last. The author proposes a new tec)-nique 
uhcre: n thr; r:ixed-radijr dipiits riay be computed in parallel. For the ornhlcm 
of r.nf.-n ; ti^ .le comparison, overflow and sipm detection, the mort sifnj fleant 
dixit can be found without explicitly computing: t}ic less sipniricnnt dibits, 
'.'ith this technique, the ir.ost significant dipit nay be found with one rnodu-
Irir multiply and one modular addition. 
AlrorJthns to solve problems (f) to (i) are discussed. The nmin prob­
lem in resi'lnr: arithinc-tic is the operation of division, o^ fnr no effective 
alr.orltî'mi fer rr.odular division has been devised. The author ] roroses an 
alj-roj'itl-iii which is similar to conventional teclininuc;; and require;; about 
i.hc s a: ;c coriru lational t:u'C. Division i:; done in mixwi~rad i>L foria, usinp 
ii,!' •-irai loi l-jchniqiie for com; ''itin;^  the mixed-rad Ix di rit;;. A :;li tdit mod ]-
finahioT: "n the convcntioral division al,':orithni is needed to account for the 
xiiijrr- c I- r a d j 7: r [i 1 •; i ts . 
It 1 lUst be pointed out tant this system sup-bested by the ai.'thor is not 
intended for a pencral purr ose cmputer but for snecial-p'.rrose t/zres viiore 
the processor is compute bound rather than Input/lAiput b'Ound. It may also 
bo r.r^ od for ot:'or systems where the arithmetic rpeed is almost rii.rr-ctly re­
lated to i r,L ee rf ormance of th.e vjhr;le r.y^ rteiv, r:unh as i i' the ear es of 
r'-'ckct-! ei-Mc- IT m:issilf-b'-.rno on-line control computers. 
C. Computer System Orf-anizat.ion 
T):erc are two basic coirpeter system organizations described in thiis 
dissertation. In the first system, a conventional computer with parallel 
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arltliTOîtio ?ls proposed to be modified in order to perform conventional and 
moilulnr .rirlhmctic» The conventional adder and nhift rofdrter nr': parti­
tioned into segments, and the number of bits in each serinent is that re­
quired to binary encode the residue digit of the particular modulus. In 
residue computation, the control unit is set to modular mode, and the arith­
metic operations are independently performed in each serment. 
In order to efficiently iranlement m.odular arithmetic, and in order to 
maximize the range of numbers to be uniquely represented from a riven mun-
k k ber nf nits, the moduli are chosen to be of the form 2 and 2-1, and must 
he relatively rrime with respect to each other. The moduli u:-;rd here are 
2 7 '' 9 2^ ,^ 2-- 1, 1, 2 - 1, and 2 - 1. 
In thic dissertation, a 32-bit word-lonf-th is se relented into parts 
to binary encode the residues of the 5 moduli. Hits 1 to 9 are used to 
0 
binar^ r on code the residue with respect to modulus 2'- 1. The next R bits 
a 
indicate the residue with respect to modulus 2-1. Residues for moduli 
7 rr 2 
2-1, 2-1 and 2 are designated b%/ the other s clients. The last bit is 
2 
used to irdic-'ite the sign. nodi:luS 2 is used to detect overflow and ihe 
li r.';G-iuli nre uF:od to residue encode tiie mnp;nitude of the num'r''-r. Thlr; ; -^ r-
t.i ti ' j yn  ' n ; ;  ] r .  ' d i f n - z n  in i '^ ipure 1 .  
In ',!if inodul.'iT- r:yj: Lf;ïr', i.l!'" '1 ar';":nt 1.1,a1. (Viulri tK rff:.:: .',1/:d 
1c is 1,1 Mr I i;:f; I of t}n.; moduli of the form 2-1 or appmx i 'natnly 2 as 
31 
conipaj-ed to 2 in the conventional binary £\vs1,em. rirccial circuitry/" is 
addrd which Term Its an overflow check in about 1/3 the conventional add time. 
Tn "nodifyinp; a 32-bit parallel adder to control modular addition and shifting 
in residue mode, it is necessary to add approximately 60 gates and a 32-bit 
10a 
register. 
System performance comparison is shown in Table 1 with one conventional 
add cycle as one unit of time. The time here does not include the memory 
access time which would be the same for both con'/entional and modular mode 
operations. 
Table 1. System performance comparison 
: Conventional 
: Computations 
: (in add cycles) 
: Modular 
: Computations 
: (in add cycles) 
Addition: 
Fixed-point 
Floating-point H
 H
 
: 1/3 
: 7/3 
Subtraction: 
Fixed-point 
Floating-point 
1 
H
 H
 
1 
: 
Multiplication : 16 ( ave ) : 1 (ave) 
Division : 16 (ave ) : 2h (ave) 
Magnitude Comparison : : h/3 
Conversion; 
Binary to Residue 
Residue to Mixed Radix 
Residue to Binary 1 
1 
1 : 1 
: U 
: 27 
Overflow Detection: 
Additive 
i-Iultiplicative 
; 
: 
: 1/3 
: 7/3 
10b 
rResidue wrt 
esidue wrt 2 
ir-m bit-y 
-Residue wrt 2-1 
rResidue wrt 2-1 
•Residue wrt 
10 
_ 32 bit . 
word length 
'ipp.ire 1. P'artition of a word lenpth to binar]/" encode the rer;idiies 
n 
H. RESIDUE NUMBER SYSTEM 
A. Description of Residue Number System and Notation Used 
Tie rcnidue number system is most easily developed in terms of linf;nr 
cnrif-ruoncKS. i-'rom number theory (12) the conpruencn relationship is defined 
as 
A = a mod m (l) 
which reads A is congruent to a modulus m. Algebraically, this means 
A = a + mk (2) 
v;;:orc; A, a, m and k are intej'iers, "a" is called the resiauo, anc; rn ir the 
:':odi;liJS oi the runr^ er A. If "a" is less than m, "a" is termed as the least 
J ositive residue, and 
A - a + m j ^ ^ J  ( 3 )  
r A1 A r T 
where |^ — j is the integer part of the quotient — . The symbol I J stands 
for the integer function. A short notation for Equation 3 will be used 
here as 
a - I A 1^  (U) 
which reads "a" is the least positive residue of A with respect to modulus 
m. 
i'rom number theory (12 ) the following relationships are taken without 
proof : 
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THl'.OHEM 1. ITie following statements hold 
a) 
c) 
dy 
I A + B I «= 1 a + b I 
' 'm ' 
AB = ab 
'm ' ' m 
m 
mn n n 
L =  ^I  ^•IP. 
(5a) 
(iTo) 
(5c) 
(5d) 
T-ionrciiiP la am] lb shw that the* reaiimo of the mim aini tin- yn-'': luc^ .j U-o 
iua.7 h'.- obiaiiiun fr:);ii the nurn and '^.roduct of thrir roiij-iue:-;. ïi.on-
ri:iTC ] c ano Id rhcA-r a v;ay to deLemiine the residue of A with respect to 
modulus n from the residue of A with respect to another ir.odulus p. 'Hij.r. 
nay be done only when n is a factor of p. All the statements in Theorem 
1 nay be verified by applying Equation 3. 
T.'t^ oHxiiK 2. i."or every i-esidue element "a" there is an additive inverse ele­
ment (-a) such that 
I a + (-a) in 0. (A) 
Vi-c additive invox-se of "a" cov.ld be easily verified as (m - a). 
T:'i.i );{!•:! ' If m is a prime number, then for ever:/ non'/,err- r<%; i due dcrrrK.-iit 
"a", there is a multiplicative inverse (a such that 
a (a-1) = 1. (7) 
If n is non-prime, then there is a iTrultirlicative inverse for all the res­
idue elements that are relatively prime with res;ect to m. 
' I ' i J i ,  I f  m  i . r ;  a  p r i m e  n u n b c r  a n d  " a "  a n d  " b "  a r e  a n y  r c ; : ; i d u ( !  e l e m e n t s .  
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then there exist a residue element x such that 
ax = b . (8) 
The proof fo3,lov:s directly from theorem 3> since 
X b (a"^ )  ^. (9) 
B, Residue Arithmetic for Special Moduli 
In this dissertation, special moduli will be used as the basis for 
rr.odi.fyiT'.g a conventional computer so that it can perform modular arithurietic. 
rcr efficient ojjeration, the moduli are chosen to he of t,i;u foi-n; - 1 and 
2', and must be relatively prime. The residues are in bin^ nr:/ representa­
tion so t;;nt modular operations are similar to k-bit conventional operations 
with slight modifications. 
Addition modulo 2 of tvo residue dl;%its in binary renrosentation, is 
ec;uivalent to conventional k-bit binary addition oxcoj-t that tlii-.- most s j n-
r.iiicant hit carry is ipnored since j 2^  = 0. Addition module ( .k 
- 1) of two residue c^ i^ its in binary representation, is equivalent to con-
1.- 1 
2"-l 
".'ith thj., representation, 0 mod (2^  - l) har: two binary ro: rer.f;nt;.tions, 0 
vcntional k-bit Irànary addition with end around carry since j | ,^k  ^ = 1. 
r-. nrÎ ? - 1. 
r'odulnr ruhtrnctinn is accnmnlinhed by takinp; the modular addit r,c i.n-
v(-r;;(; oC tt:,- rca idue dij-'it. The addi tive inverse fcr | x 1  ^ is (2^ - l) 
' ' ^ — j. 
I x j ^ l<  ^or the c^ nes coinpleinent of the binary rc-pre; entation. foi-
I X 12^ -1" additive inverse for | x j is 2^  - | x j or the twos 
coiTij lement of the binary representation for | x| k^. 
lU 
 ^ / k Kultiplicati.on both modulo 2 anci modulo (2 - 1), can be ohtain^ jrl by 
th'; conventional r.hift and add technique. Multiply!rrj 2^ ' is nccornpli^ 'io 
ir; the module 2*^  shift register by shifting the k-bit register i-placen 
to the left. Any overflow is ignored since 
Sf+i Igk . 2^ 2^  12% 
2^  Lk 1 _k 
= 0 (10) 
since j 2^ ' |^ k = 0. Zeroes are .shifted in the lesser significant bits. 
For mod (2^ - 1) 
d —1 ' 2^ -1 
2' I 2%-! 
since Igk-l = 1, anc3 if i 
k^+i 
= 1 i I + nk 
2^ -1 
gnk 2 k 
2^ -] 
(11) 
'itierpTort: multlrlicntion by a power of 2 in modulo (2^ - l) Ir; accointlirihed 
bv  niii Ti.i tif the k-hit repjster to the left and the overflew l ; i l K  arf: rr - rr-
k 
ciliated to i-hi; loast nif^ nificant bit. Modular multijilication in modulo 2 
ip done by a series of shifts and k-bi.t additions, if^ noririp; the overflow, 
wliile for modulo (2^ '- l), modular multiplication is a scries of sliifts with 
recirculation and k-bit additions with end around carry. 
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C, Residue-Coded Nimiber 
There are three ways wherein a number could be represented. The most 
coTï';non i-iay is by the use of the single-radix notation (r). A member rep-
rf.'scnted as 
 ^ = Vn-l "c 
iTO'lir:s that 
X = d r^  + d -r" ^  + + d (13) 
n n—1 0  
-;hore d^ <r. In the decin'-al system r = 10 and d^  ranges i'roin 0 to 9. I'^ or 
binary system, r = 2 and d_. is cither G or 1, 
AiiOtnar way to code a number is by the use of mixcfi-radiix notation 
(lr)> whorein each di^ it in the m;mber representation stands for different 
radix. Consider the radices to be r^ jTg, then 
•- • %-l 
imlilies that 
X = d_ + d^ r^  + 'j„r^ r„ + ...... + d_r\...r 
o "^1 212 n 1'" n 
x=n 
" ".1 
.  g r ,  #  r .  
i=0 j=0 '
(15) 
w! ("re r^  ^ =• 1 and d^ <^ r^ . Noti.ce that this is a F'enc^ rnliz.ition of the 
sinnlo-rad ix iiot,ation, whore the rv's are identical. 
A third way to represent a number is by tiie residue number sys1,em. In 
i.his ;-:ystem a residue code associated with a particular ntrnibcr is formed 
from the least positive residues. I''or a non-redundant code, - the moduli must 
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he relatively prime to each other, and if one wants the multiplicative in­
verse to exist for all residue elements then the moduli must be prime num­
bers. The range of numbers (H) that can be uniquely represented is equal 
to the product of the moduli. 
Table 2 shows an example of a residue-coded member, where the moduli 
are 2 ?nc1 'i, anti the ranpe K is 10. 
ï.-ihlc 2, ilcGidue-coded numbers 
No. Residue code îio. itosidi:e code 
U UO 
1 11 
2 02 
3 13 
h OL 
5 10 
6 01 
7 12 
8 03 
9 lU 
The first dif-it of the code is the residue of the wii.h r^ '^ pect 
to ;n.:dv.lo 2, and the second dipii.t is with resyject t^  ^modulo S'. In general 
if the moduli are .... m^  then the residue representaticin of a num­
ber is 
- ( 1 X I. . I X I .... Ix 1 ) . (16) 
n. 2 '^ n 
To facilitate notations, let x. = X , so that 
' 1 ' 'mu 
X = ( x^ , Xg, x^ ) . (17) 
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û. TnjAJt and Output Conversion 
Injmt conversion from single-radix number to residue-coded number may 
be formed by taking the residue of the single-radix number with respect to 
the different moduli. As discussed previously, the single-radix number is 
represented in a polynomial form. 
X = d r^  + d + .... + d . (l8) 
n n-l o • 
Takjjnr{ the renidue with resp-ect to modulus m.. 
n . , n-l 
"'m. " I ''n'' Vl'' * - * "o Im. 1 1 
''nin. I " •— " I "o im. X X  X  . (19) 
This requires a serieô of modular additions and modular multiplications. 
11^ I r I could be stored in the memory. Similarly, modular 
i 
operations for other moduli may be taken to get the other residues of X. 
The process may be performed in parallel. For a binary system d_. is cither 
1 or 0, hence the conversion process will be the rao<iular sum of ; 2" 
'  *  I  I m .  X  
for all dj^  = 1. 
V Ir l-'or tho nyr.tem used here, llio mnrhjl i arc fithnr of 1,lir: rorin  ^ or ? 
1, no that innut conversion could hi: imrlniri^ nted more clTi cir ntly. The 
I-
re1,:ue foj" a 2 ' inodiilo of n bii;ary-roprescnted mmher would bo the fir.st 
k bits, since 2^  j^ k = 0 for all j>k. The residue for a 2^ - 1 modulo 
of a binary-i^ presented number would be the modular sum of the k-bit seg-
I  1  I  l : l k  
ments, since I 12^ 1 °  ^ • This could be done through tiie control 
unit wherein the first k-bits are modularly added to the next k-bits. This 
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is to be rîone repeatedly, and the register is shifted to the right k bits 
at a tijne. The residue for modiilo (2^ -1) could be computed as shown in 
Fj-Rure 2. 
Shift k bits at a tijne 
>• 
Transfer k bits at 
a time 
Mod 2 - 1 
adder 
Mod 2 - 1 
register 
Binary number 
Fif"ire 2. Flow diagra^ i^  for determjjiirp; tlic ror>idi:e of a hinaiTy number 
r.odulo 2^ "- 1 
IJn the other hand, C '.nver.nion from residue to n in;'le-radiât raunhor is 
very complex. There are tvro main ways to perform the conversion; by tre 
ur.e of Chinese Remainder Theorem and by Hi>:ed-Radix: ConversuvT. A tliird 
method is y>ro;'Osed in this dissertation. A deiaJled di;:ciir>:n on of the 
three ineUio.is are in order. 
The CJi-inofie Remainder Theorem states that if ( ... x^  ) is a 
residue-coded number and ... are the corresponding moduli, then 
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X = 
^^1 V n i  
n 
(20) 
M 
whore M = / m, and • 
i=l j fr 
i-1 
i/j 
Ordinarily, A^  does not have superscript. Here a superscript is used to 
denote that X has n moduli. Moduli are relatively prime so that the 
existence of A^  is assured from Theorem J4. The proof of the Chinese Remain­
der Theorem will not be given here since this can be found in a Number 
Theory textbook (12), and instead an exami le will be given. 
Consider that the moduli ( m^ m^^ jm^  ) be 2, 3 and and the ^ csidue-
co'ied number ic X = 122. The range li = (2) (3) (5) = 30, and — = 15, ^  " 
M 1  ^  ^10, ^ = 6. Solving for the constants Ai 
4 = 1 1 
2 1^  
Repeating the same process for moduli 3 and 5, it can be shoim that Ag = 1 
and A^  = 1. Substituting into Equation 20 
X = I (1)(1)(15) + (2)(1)(10) + (2)(1)(6) 
• I w I30 - " • 
30 
20 
n M For this type of conversion the and the — could be stored in the 
memory and the simmation is done in a conventional manner. This then re­
quires a conventional adder, in addition to the modiilar adder. Another 
drawback of this process is that besides taking the summation, it is still 
necessary to determine the residue for modulo M, To facilitate this opera-
Ic k tion, one could choose M to be of the form 2 or 2 - 1. In the former case, 
the overflow wiU be ignored while in the latter case, an end around carry 
is nddcd whenever there is an overflow. This choice of M, though, will limit 
the choice of the individual modulus. 
The other method of conversion is the mioced-radix process. Consider 
that X he rejiresented in mixed-radix form. 
n—1 
X = a^  7T + + . (21) 
In this system the constants a^ 's are dependent upon the number X and will 
be determined in sequential manner. The first digit to be determined is a^ . 
If the residue with respect to m^  is taken on Equation 21^  then the only 
nonzero trrm on the ri^ ht side is a^ , sincc all other terms have a factor 
Hence 
% I ' =1 - *1 ' 
To dotermjTie the next dipiit ag, subtract a^  and then divide by m^ . 
X — a^  n—1 
-5^  = * ^ 3-2 * ^ 2 (23) 
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Taking the residue with resi)ect to modulus and by the same reasoning as 
above 
Z - a. I 
The difference X - a^  could be determined in residue mode by converting a^  
to its residue code. If the moduli are arranged such that m < m  ^^  . 
n n—X 
.. then the residue of a^  for all the moduli is x^ , such that 
- M ^  IY I \ Img. ••• 1 "l hn ' 
- ( x^ , x^ , x^  ) (25) 
is the residue code of a^ . Since mu's are relatively prime, then the in­
verse |(rn^ ~^ ) I ^  exist for all i's not equal to 1, so that instead of di­
viding by m^ , ( X - a^ ) is multiplied by the inverse of Multiplication 
would be done in residue mode too. Repeating the same process will give 
all t-he mixed-radix constants a^ 's. This is illustrated in the example 
piiven on Table 3* The moduli are taken to be 2, 3 and and X in residue 
code is 122. The last column gives the mixed-radix digits and from Equa­
tion 22, = 1. The residue code of X and a^  arc. ciiteren on rows 
1 anri 2, and the difference iX - a^ ) is on row 3. The Jith rcn,; f^ ves the res-
1 j.duos ni" — , Notice that the digit under column is not entered because 
1 1 1  X  —  a _  
— I is indeterminate. Row 5 is the term and froM Equation 2U, 
I 2 12 
Rg is the residue of this term with respect to m^  or a^  • 2. Subtracting 
and multiplying by (m^  will give a^  = 2. Then 
Table 3. Ccrversicn from residue code to nixed-radix number system 
Kod'ùli 5 
S 5 = 3 2 Mixed-radix 
digits 
Residues of X 
Residues of a^  
3^ 
Ml |ç 
2 
1 
*2 
1 b 
2 
B 1 1  " 1 1 2  
1 
= 1 
ai -1 
Modular subtract 
(X - a^ ) 
Residues of (m^  1 2 
1 
5 
3 
1 
1 2 I3 
8 2 
0 
Modular nultirly 
(X -
Residues of a_ 1 "2 
3 
< 2 
2 
1 "2 I3 2 
-
^2 ' 2 
Mod'jlai' subtract 
' —X Residues cf (ri„ ; 1 ~ 
% 
S 
S5 2 
0 -
Modular rxltirlv 2  -  -  a_  =  2  3  
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+ a 2^' + a. 
2(3)(2) + 2(2) + 1 = 17 , 
The main drawback of this process is that it is sequential in nature. 
Also the most significant digit is the last one to be computed, and ovorflnw 
detection, si^  detection and scaling all depend upon this dirit. Magnitude 
comparison depends upon this digit too. Hence if one makes use of the resi­
due code sy^ Jtem, a fast and parallel operation for detenniin'ng the mj^ rcd-
radix constants is necessary, and this is satisfied by the method proposed 
by the author. 
Tl&URi'.N 5» If the residue of X with respect to moduli m^ ,mg,., 
x^ ,xg, ... respectively, and if X is represented as 
n-1 
Z = a 11 m. +.... + a„m^  + a. 
n X < ± X 
m are 
n 
(26) 
in mixed-radix form, then 
V" * ë I v;: L. e 
. X=1 1 1 J 
n 
(27) 
n-1 
n-1 
Vi\-i " r L i-1 1 1 im. 
m 
m. X m 
n-x 
XjAg * 
2h 
where = i=k 
TT m. n 
i=l  ^
moduli ( i J ). 
Proof : 
Frnm the Chinese Remainder Theorem (12 ) 
i=n 
or Aj is the inverse of the rroduct of the 
S % M 
From the definition of least positive residue, 
1- 1 
i=n 
X = x.A? — - M 
i=l  ^^  ^ i 
lili 
M 
r i -1  
(28)  
(29) 
I ' rf I 
Let I'. = II m. so that K = nH , then the rtn-ridue of Equation 29 with 
i=l  ^
ro.'-.vcct to M' i fj 
X 1%., 
1=1 *1^ 1 "i K 
Vho second term of Equation 29 vanishes because M is a factor of M, 
Afrain from the definition of least positive residue 
r i=n 
,n I'l 
i=n 
H ' S i M 
M 
(31) 
iJow l.-ikijij'- i.iic,- rc;: i duo with respect to 
2$ 
I » ^ I M' 
% S-'-;;. 
- M 
% 
m 
n 
' s - . * ; ; ,  
f 
M 
(32) 
m 
n 
Taking the residue of Equation 28 with respect to modulo and applying 
Theorem Ic, 
n im 
n m 
n 
m 
n 
(33) 
and Equation 32 reduces to 
I m 
n 
M 
'ra 
n 
]E: x.A" % 
6 
I'l in 
n 
X  
n m 
+ K 
n 
m 
r i=n 
V" 5. 
M m 
i3h)  
Jovr consider X in mixed-radix form 
n—1 Ti-2 
 ^° s "i " vi 7T >"1 * 
1=1 1=1 
• • • "*• 3^  
I  ^
'n"  ^ n^-1 TT * 1=1 
.. + a. (35) 
I 
'lakin^  the residue with respect to H 
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1^. Z 
2-2 
M' = (36) 
so that Equation 35 would be 
*nM + I % 'M. 
'i'-ikiTif- the residue with respect to modulo m , 
n' 
ri a M n ' ' m 
n 
" I %!. :4 ' I m 
n B) 
(37) 
Comparing this with Equation 3h,  then 
'S-'-ri 
n 
M m 
n 
X a" + 
n n 
r  ^'~1 II: "1 
t l  
'!T ] i t'y rol.atlonr,, Ir t i < L. 
1 
n 
X + 
n L " i=l "i - m 
n 
(3%) 
In similar fashion, the rest of the constants a^ 's are determined. 
In this algorithm, the constants au's could be computed in parallel 
and A_. could be stored in the memory, thus increasing the output conver­
sion speed at the cost of additional circuitry. Another advantage of this 
alnorittun, as compared to the sequential process, is that the most signifi­
cant digit may be computed indciJt.-iifleritly. The follov/inr example will 
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illustrate this method. The previous example will be used where X = 122 
with moduli 2, 3 and From the example on the Chinese Remainder Theorem, 
it is noted that 
.3 , 
ami 
'"1 
4 
= 1, 
2 '"l 
K = 1, 
1 
3  12  
= 1 
.m. 
so that Equation 27 would be 
II3 ' ' 
4^ " [  ^I I r 
m. 
+ ^ I 
2(1) + ] I 
V2 " I 4^1 Im^] I 
2 ( 2 )  +  I  
•"2 ' "2^2 '-"2] L. 
= 2 
= 2 
and so 
'^1 = 1 
X = a (6) + 3^ (2) + a^  
= 2(4) + 2(2) + 1 = 17 . 
lieI'l'rritiK I'ack In Equation 38, the terms may ho obtained by modu­
lar mult.irlication. A logical method to implement the intepor function 
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is by quantizer or a threshold device. The suinniation function is done in 
an analog mode. 
In the digital mode, choosing the modiiLi of the form 2" and 2^ - 1 will 
preatly simplify the process. In Equation 38, division by will be a 
k-bit shift if m^  is 2^ , If m^  is of the form 2^ - 1, tl-ie foil owinp ap­
proximation must be noted, 
I I » 
x' X 
^ 
1 ^ - 1 
Ic ' hence dividing by 2 - 1, will be shifting by k-bit, 2k-bit, etc. Divi­
sion by will not require addition but a series of shifts alone. Figure 
3 shows how tf'is could be done. The term in parentheses indicate the con­
tent of the register. 
Transfer k bits 
Accumulator ( x./ 2'- 1 ) 
Shift k bits 
l-'if-ui-e 3. Division by 2 - 1 as a series of k-bit shifts 
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Multiplying the; fraction by will again be a k-bit shift for = 2 , 
or a k-bit shift and a subtraction for m « 2 - 1. Since the integer part 
, , 
of the summation > — (m ) is of prime interest, a special circuit is 
i-1 1 " 
proposed to determine this integer part. This is discussed in the Over­
flow Detection Section. 
Once the mixed-radix dibits are obtained, then conversion to binary 
representation will be obtained directly from Equation 21. 
E. Signed-i^ himber System 
There are two ways to represent a negative nxunber in residue code. 
ThRy are the sign-magnitude system, wherein a sign bit is associated i-ri.th 
the magnitude part, just as in the conventional manner, and the sign-digit 
notation. In the sign-digit notation, the range of number (H) is grouped 
into two parts. All nunbers between 
0 and { ^  - 1 ) are considered to be 
M positive, and all numbers from to 
(I' - 1) are considered to be nega­
tive. If the range of numbers is 
X 
to be represented by a circle, all 
numliF^ rs on tlie loft half of the 
circle are cnrsidered to be posi­
tive ani those on the right half 
arc negative. 
Figure L. Residue circle show-
The choice of negative numbers ing X and its inverse 
in derived directly from the defini­
tion of the additive inverse. If X is a positive number, define a negative 
(-X) 
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number (-X) as the additive inverse of X such that 
I X + (-X) IM = 0 . 
It can be seen in Figure li that if X is in the lower half of the ranpe, its 
inverse (-X) must be in the second half of the range. 
In residue code (-X) is actually the additive inverse of the individual 
TT.odulus as defined in Equation 6, that is, if 
X « ( x^ , Xg, .... x^ ) 
then (-X) « ( (-x^ ), (-x^ ), .... (-x^ ) ) 
where (-x^ ) = (m^  - x^ ). 
This dissertation -will adopt the si%n-magnitude system but will use the 
definition of (-X) as above to effect subtraction, 
F, Ha/^ nitude Comparison 
There is no direct way to compare the magnitude of two residno-ended 
numbers. Tlio obvious way is to compare their magnitude by determining their 
miaed-radix dif^ its. The mixed radix digits are then compared starting from 
the most significant digit. 
Magnitude comparison may also be effected by modular addition and over­
flow detection. If the numbers to be compared are A and B, then to compare 
their magnitude, the inverse of B is determined and added modularly to A, 
The overflow digit of the sum is computed. If there is an overflow, it im­
plies that A<B, and the converse is true if there is no overflow. This 
follows directly from the definition of the additive inverse, that is, 
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A + (—B) = A + (M — B) 
= (A - B) + K , 
It follovrs that if A>B, then A + (-B)> M, or there is an overflow in the 
If A<B, ther. A + (-B) <[ H, or there is no overflow in the sum. Usinp 
the algorithm for overflow detection, one may do this in onr arid cycle. 
0. C/verflow Detection 
Ad'iitivc overflow can "be detected by adding an overflow inodiilus 
which is relatively prime to the original set of moduli. The residue code 
of the numbers X and Y will be extended to include the overflow moduli, 
that is 
' ( =1' *2' ==!.' ' 
 ^ y 2' -Vi > • 
The r^ n^ n of the new code will increase to Since X and Y are both 
less than K, then X + Y •< Mm for m ,^  2. This means that in the ex-
n+1 n+l<^  
tended code there won't be ariy overflow. Let S be the sum of X and Y, then 
2 = ( V =2' 
where s. = 1 x. + y. I . Usinp: the residue of S, a  ^ could be deter-] I 1 Im^  ' n+1 
mined from Equation 27* 
*n+l 
n+1 r i=n m _ , n+1 -, 
•  - [ s - s f l v .  ] . ,  n^+l'^ n^  (hO) 
"n+1 
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and this should be zero for no overflow. 
2 The overflow modultis is chosen here to be 2 , which would in­
crease the range of the extended modular code to Hence it is posnihle 
to add h numbers, each less than M without overflowing the extended code. 
Three modular additions may be performed before computing for the overflow 
diRit a^ ^^ . If a^ ^^  is zero, it implies that there is no overflow, while 
if is non-zero, then the overflow fault will be initiated. If com­
putations are done in floating point, the value of the overflow dipit a^ ^^  ^
is used to scale the magnitude of the sum, and its exponent part is in­
creased correspondii'j.ly. 
The determination of the overflow digit a^ +^  is carried out in the 
same manner as that for any a^ . For illustrative purposes, and for the 
5 7 8 9  
system discussed, the moduli are taken to be 2 - 1, 2-1, 2-1, 2-1 
2 
and 2 such thnt the overflow digit will be 
r ^ ^2 
=5 + L *1 + *2 * "3 * J 
(11) 
' 1 5  1  2  
where = I A- x^  and m^  = 2 . 
The main point o^  interest in Knuation hi is the integer part of thn r.um of 
X.  ^ "• 
the fractions — . Since m. is of the form 2-1, then — can be com-
m. 1 
1 I 
pu ted by shifting x^  k bits at a time, as indicated by Equation 39. 
Jlefore discussing the algorithm for a fast overflow detection, consider 
the problem of determining the integer part of the sum of two binary frac­
tions. Consider the two numbers to be 
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A  =  0 1 . 1 0 0 1 0 1 1 1 0 0  
B  «  0 0 . 0 1 1 0 1 1 0 0 0 1  
where a binary point is indicated to show the fractional part of the num­
bers. The problem is to determine the overflow in the fractional part to 
be added to the integer part, without going through the actual addition. 
Iliis could be easily done by observation, that is, comparing the bits of 
ths two numbers starting from the binary point, and moving to the right. 
If the combination 10 or 01 is encountered, no decision can be made and so 
one proceeds to the next bit position. If 00 is encountered before a 11, 
this implies that there is no overflow in the fractional part. If a 11 is 
encountered before a 00, this implies a 1 is to be added to the integer part. 
To implement this algorithm, the partial sum bits, is 
initiated to control the overflow pulse. The symbol © is used to denote 
"exclusive or". As long as = 1, the overflow pulse is propagated to the 
right. Whenever = 0, propagation stops and the integer overflow will 
be the carry bit at that position, i.e. ~ A^ B^  will be added to the 
integer part. 
The previous discussion pertains to the determination of the integer 
part of t},e s-um of two binary fractions. However, Equation Ijl indicates 
th-'jt it is necessary to determine the integer part cT binary j'ractions. 
11 i3 possible to combine any two binary fractions by conventional addil.ion, 
and when there? are only two numbers left to be added, the algorit^ mi 'liL-ri'f2Gf:d 
will be applied. An alternative way is to apply the algorithm as in a 
carr:/-save adder (20), In this algorithm the sum of three or mors binary 
numbers is reduced into the sum of two binary numbers without propagating 
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the carry. The partial sura and the carries are stored in two separate reg­
isters. All the bits in the carry and partial sim registers are deter­
mined simultaneously. 
Designating the binary fractions to be A, B and C, then the partial 
sum would be 
- A^©B^©C^ (U2) 
where © is the "exclusive or" function. This is actually the sum bit in 
a full adder. The second register will determine the cari-y so that 
= 1 if the sum of the bits A^ , and is 2 or 3, otherwise = 0, 
The carry bits should be 
i^+1 ° ' (k2) 
This apain is the carry bit in a full adder, shifted one oit to the left. 
The total siom of the three binary numbers is 
i=n . 
T = ( A^  + )2 (UU) 
1=1 
i=ii . i=n i+1 (A. ©B. ©C.)2^  + (A.B ©A C ©H C )2 
X X X  ^  2 ^  X X  T l  X  X  I  
v/}iore the first summation corresponds to the partial sum register r^ nd the 
other ir the carry register. 
An illustrative example will be considered. The sum of three binary 
numbers (A + B + C) is reduced to the sum of two binary numbers ( S + ). 
3$ 
A  -  . 0 1 . 1 0 0 1 0 1 1 1 0 0  
B  »  0 0 . 0 1 1 0 1 1 0 0 0 1  
C  =  0 1 . 0 1 1 0 1 1 1 0 0 1  
s  =  0 0  . 1 0 0 1 0 1 0 1 0 0  
C^» 0 10 .1101110010 
Consider the first bits and from Equations I;2 and lO, set i = 1, 
= 00101 - 0 
Cg = (0)(1) © (0)(1) © (1)(1) o 1 
The register is shifted one bit to the left and a zero is iorced into the 
least significant bit. I'he rest of the bits of S- and C-registers are de­
termined in the same manner, and are computed simultanéotisly. If ii or 
more fractions are considered, the content of S is transferred, to A-repister, 
Roes to 3-refcister, and the next binary fraction is entered into the 
C-re^ ister. VJhen no more binary fractions are to be considered, the alp;o-
rithïïn discussed previously will be applied to S- and C^ -rorist.erf.. 'I'his 
iv'Hl determine the integer part of the summation of Equation hi. 
Fn modifying a parallel-organized adder in order to implement the above 
algnritlm, the carry input of a full adder is connected to the C-register 
and the carry output of a full adder is stored in the C^ -register. An extra 
register for 0^  is the only one needed to perform this algorithm in a con­
ventional adder. On the average, the time required to determine the integer 
part of the sum is about 1/2 tïie conventional add cycle. In determining 
I 2 
of Equation lil, the integer part of the sum will be added to nodiilo 2 . 
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This same circuitry and arguinerit may also be applied in determining the 
other mixed-radix constants, 
H. Multiplicative Overflovr 
Consider that X and Y be in their residue code, and are both less than 
thm ranp;e M. Then the product 
^ = I XY Ijj + " [ r] • 06) 
If tlio product is done in modular node, then the result obtained is actual­
ly tile term 1xy| and the term is the multiplicative ca-erflow. In 
multiplication, it is therefore necessary to determine the overflow term. 
It is possible to follow the same idea as in additive overflow. For addi­
tion m ,, = 2 is sufficient to assure no additive overflow, since X + Y ^  
n+1 
while for multiplication XY ^  This implies that the multiplicative 
overflow modulus must be at least M+1, which is extremely lar;'e. Svoboda 
(30) breaks this overflow modulus into smaller moduli with the consideration 
that they are relatively prime to the original set of moduli. This tech­
nique requires conversion anri reconversion in order I.0 de Lerminn tno ovor-
rirn-r moduli. 'Jhe two extended forms of X and Y ( both expreciurd in ov^ r-
floiv ami original moduli ) are multiplied, and it i;> assured t^ .nt there is 
no overf]f»w in this extended code. The product is then reconverted tn rnxed-
radix dibits, and modular operations are used to determine the overflow 
term. This technique is similar to the conventional multiplication, using 
two registers to assure no overflow. 
To illustrate this mathematically, consider that m^ , m^ , .,. are 
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the original set of moduli and ... are the set of overflow modu-
^ 
li. It is assumed that m^ 's are relatively prime and M = jj 
i=n+k 
should be less than jf m., X and T are expressed in ext.ended code 
i=n+l  ^
which requires two registers to residue oncode each number. 
X . ( XJ, ... ... ) 
Ï = ( y^ . 72, ... y„, ... y^ K^ ) 
The product of these numbers in extended code will be 
= P = ( Pi' V W' ••• Vk ) 
wnere p. = | x.y. 
Converting this to mixed-radix representation 
i=n+k-l i=n+k-2 JT ""i * vic-i TT "i * ••• ^  =0 i=»l 1=1 
i=n+k-l i=n-l 
° Vk K, "i " — Vi>  ^ 77' ""i * %) • 
1=1 1=1 
Comparinp; it with Equation U5,  then 
1 i^ l XY I M =" 7/ mu + .... + a^ (U?) 
i=l 
i=n+k-l 
[ ^ ]  '  V k J I  \ ^ .... + . 1=1 
I" or no overJ'li'W, it is necessary that a = a , "... = a =0, Tte 
' n+k n+k-1 n+1 
disadvantage of this algorithm is that the overflow residues x^ ^^  are not 
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readily available. They may be obtained from the original residues x^ 's by 
converting X into mixed-radix representation and coupute for the overflow 
residues. 
An alternative way is to scale both X and Y before taking the product. 
For illustrative purposes, consider that the moduli aie and 
Let ~ so that 
(U8) 
^ • "12 [î^] * ^2 ° '^2 " * P 
[t] ' "3a Y = H H + <(. 
•where and y^  ^are the residues with the moduli residue 
code for p can easily be computed. 
"b. i "^ 2! 
n 2^ = 1 2^! m2 
5 = 1 2^! 
5 
m, 2^ 
2^ 
X - X, ^ 1 1 
a = 1 +  K i m ,  
(L9) 
x i l  m„ 
and a in residue code is 
5 
ra, 
(SO) 
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a  
a  
Similarly the residue code of \l and <j) can be found. Notice that R and cp 
can be computed in parallel, and the same is true for a and p.. If the prod­
uct of XY is taken and scaled by M, then 
M 
For no overflow, a and p. must be zero. This requires 3 modular multi­
plies and h modular additions, or about 2-1/3 add cycles. 
I. Fractional î-îultiplication and 
Fractional Representation 
Consider the case where x and y are less than 1. Then let 
The problem is to find Mz = Z = ( z^ , Zg, ... ) such that z = xy. Ilulti-
plying 
+ 
gf ^ I gf + I I 
(SI) 
X = I'bc = ( Xg, .... ) 
Y = % = ( Yi, Yg, .... ) " 
(52) 
hO 
^ '  1 4r] 
. Mx itf = 1 1M + " [ r ] 
I-bcy « Mz = Z « * 
($3) 
ilcnce, Z is actually the crverflovx digit of the product. A way to find Z 
has already been discussed in the multiplicative-overflow section. 
The division process for residue code is complicated by two factors. 
The first is the absence of a multiplicative inverse for the zero residue 
clement and all residue elements that are not relatively prime with re­
spect to the modulus. Assuming that the multiplicative inverses do exist, 
then multipl:/^ .ng by the inverses could be substituted for division, if in 
addition, the quotient is an integer. Consider the riorm.nl division prncoss 
Thf lit rfr-rcncc between normal arithmetic and residue arithmetic ir: l,hat 
in residue aritlimetic the product bq need not necessarily be equal to "a", 
only tiio residue of bq is equal to "a". 
J. Division and Scaling 
b q 
it'lics 1 ]'f; r.illowinr equation 
a =• bq 
a 
m 
la 
If b and m ar<. relatively prime and b / 0, then there exists an inverse 
(b~^ ) such that 
and this will be equal to if and only if "a" is exactly divisible by b. 
In residue code, a number X = ( x^ , ... x^ ) will have a irrulti-
plicntive inverse if it does not have any zero residues and also if x^  is 
relatively prime with respect to The inverse of B will be the inverse 
of the individual residue corresponding to its modulus. 
. . .  x^^ ) (5).i) 
Scaling or dividing by one of the modulus (mu) can be accomplished in 
residue code, only if the number X to be scaled is exactly divisible by 
and this is so if the residue of X with respect to is zero (i.e. x^  ^ = O), 
If X is not exactly divisible by (i.e. / 0), then at least the inte-
pcr part — may be obtained by multiplicative inverse, 
IiJ= 
The term ( X - x^ ) is now cxactly divisible by so that Tmiltiplyinrr by 
tho inv(?rsn uf is permissible, Subtraction may be rlone in modular r-'xie 
by obtaininr the residues of x^ .^ Multiplication by the inverse of m^  is 
also done in modular mode. 
The residue code of m^  would be the residues of m^  with respect to 
other moduli. Its residue with respect to itself is zero, so 
h2 
"i • ( — hlU^> • 
The m-ultiplicative inverse would be 
The inverse. 
(iti^  ) - ( |m^  I , ... |m^  | Im » " | m 
J. 1-1 1+1 n 
1.^  exist for any i / j because m. and m. are rela-1 irfij 1 J 
J 1 -II 
tively prime, but the term m. is indeterminate. This is the reason 1 
why the i-th dipit is missing in Equation 55» Neglecting the i-th dipit 
and multiplying (X - x^ ) by mT^ , we obtain 
* 
wnere x^  = 
X* = (X - x^ ) in~^  
h  -  h iU . ' '  h f lm. '  
•a-
m. 
f  • ' i^-1» ^ i+1» ***  ^
ïlie difrits of X are one less than normal code, specifically x^  can 
not be obtained from the above multiplication. However the n-1 residues 
are si:fficient to uniquely identify X% since X^ "^  is less than — . To de-
i^ 
termine x^ , consider rearranring the subscripts of X", 
X" = ( •it X^ , Xg, 
tliat is, X. is chanrcd to x , and the missing rc:;id\ie die it is now x , 
' 1 n' n 
is done as a matter of convenience in notations. 
In mixed radix-radix form 
Th'i : 
(S6) 
U3 
n 1=1 
M ince X" •< — ( note that is formerly ), then a^  0, and -using Eq, 
. "n 
27, could be solved; 
L 
n 
n-1 m 
n 
(-A-) 
-1 
n 
L i=l i^ 
"n-1 m 
n 
Li=l i^ 
n 
a" x T 
1 1 1 
A? xt 1 1 I 
(^ 7) 
m 
n 
n 
n 
'J'hc process for determining x^  is similar to the computation of the 
mixed-radix di?;it. In the multiplicative-overflow detection, the number is 
scp-lcd by two moduli; this can be done in two sieps, scaling; by one modulus 
at a time. 
K, Division Algorithms 
To the Irnciirledf-e of the author, no satisfactory fJivicion alror:ithm in 
modular form has been devised. The modular technique does not oTfnr amy 
particular advantages for the division process except in a special case, 
that is, when the division is exact, and the inverse of the- divisor oristc. 
There are two di-vision algorithms discussed here, each appropriate to 
Ic Ic 
a special choice of moduli . For the rncxiuli of -the form 2 and 2-1, the 
bt;st \:ay to aciiieve di-vision is by converting the residue code to its mixed-
radix form. No at.tern]it to convert it to its conventional binary represen­
tation villi be made i)ccause of the long conversion time. 
The mixcd-radizc diijits could he found by the algorithm described pre-
hh 
vimirily, 'ihc refais ter of Fip^ re 1 is ntill partitioned into serments, 
-jj thifni,",h in thin cane the d-ipits arc not tho residues but arc the mixed-
radix dif^ its, ITie number of bits to encode the residue dipits is the same 
for the number of bits to encode the mixed-radix digits, so that parti­
tioning is unchanged. 
Since division is a series of shifts, compares and subtractions, dis­
cussion of these operations in mixed-radix is in order. Multiplying by 
ra-jer of 2 is done by shifting all the bits to the left and nry overflow in 
each scnn.ent will be recirculated to the least significant bit of that rcg-
racr't. Addition in mixed-radix notation is a slight modificnlion from the 
modular technique. The modular sum of the corresponding ilimits is still tc 
be taken, but noi-j- the overflotir or carry from tlio rif-ht sefmicnt must be added 
too. lie nee, in this case two overflow bits are to be considered, tho ovc:r-
i'loi-: from tlie ri.^ ht serTnnnt and the overflow from the same se:n.ient. Sub­
traction is done by taking; the ones complement of each dirit and performing 
nodular addition. Aii (r/erflow irill be recirculated, bui ij-^ rmred on the 
next segments. If there is no overflow, a 1 has to be subtracted from the 
next sepjnont. Mo overflow: in the last sep^ Tient implies that the r.um is nepa-
tive. 
Divifiion is now done in the conventional manner, with thf; modifica­
tions on nh;i I'l,, add and subtract. As to t;Lme comparison, division in rr'r-.ed-
radix anci bi:-:a;% form i-ec^ uiix: about the same tim.e. Computation oi" tho 
mixed-radix dipits requires 3 modular subtractions and 3 Taodular uiulti-
plics, wiiicl-i totals about U conventional add cycles. 
If the TiioiVilli are cboocen to be prime numbers, division in residue 
hS 
coclc can be obtained by s"uccessively scaling both the numerator and the 
denc^ ninalor. Let the denominator have at least one zero residue (i.e. y. = 
Ù ), then 
Z = [#] [ij 
y r Y 1 
To vf-.TiTy the above eolation, note that — = — |clnce Y is 
exnctly divisible by m., so that 
°  [ # ]  °  
[ i ] ^ i  
[y 
1- -« _i 
C :\i] i n r  can l-n a})plicd directly to the denominator, and for the numorator 
it is nncossary to subtract x^ , so that division by rn^  will be exact. 
m. 
X — X. 1 (59) 
'i'ho ahovn operation will be repeated until the denomiinator is one; that is, 
all the residues of the denominator are one, and the quotient i:3 tlien the 
niu.Tcr.-'.tor, 
casoa where t.ho rienoiainator does not have a %<'ro r(;sidue. (i.e. y^  
/ U for alii i's), then consider tiie approximation 
L6 
- [I] • [r+r] . z' (60) 
Assuring that 2 is one of the noduli, then at least one residue of (Y + l) 
is zero and division can be effected by successive scaling as discusr;od 
a"i;o\'e. l.'hen the dononnnator is reduced to one, the nuneratnr in nn approx— 
ir.ation of the quotient. To jret a second approxiniatinn Z , consider the 
yro'iijct YZ and the difference (X - YZ ), so thnt 
z = z + , , . . (CD 
1 
'llic i>roduct YZ is less than M, so that no multiplicative ovorflow ietc-c-
r X — YZ'1 tion is necessary, iîefore comnutinf- the correction factor ~ ^  , it 
is necessary to test if X - YZ ^  Y + 1, This may Va done as discuj r.od un­
der the Ka-iriitude-Conparison Section. If (X - YZ ) ^Y + 1, the correction 
I 
factor is conrutod hy successive scaling. This is added ic; Z 1.0 the 
11 
r.cc^ n'id ni.proxjxMtion Z . The process is repeated until LI m ocirrocti< ti fac­
tor ir; lor.s than one. The correction factor convnrct-" as l/Y. hntn nl^ o 
i.L.-iL re latively pri.me inmliorr. are not too i:iai)y. I'or a I. '/r i'I'al i 
( 2, 3j Y, 1] aii'i 1.3 ), fi" tlir: tol.al nurii'.ern ( ) It'a 1. can i.c 
1.1:1 •p el/ r'rrx:f nted, it can he nho'.-m that 82.9^  are not relati-vnly prime 
with the mochili. It means that in most cases division can be dune with one 
•j toratinn. 
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L, Floating-Point Arithmetic 
In order to increase the computational power of an arithmetic processor, 
it must be able to perform floating-point arithmetic. There are various ways 
to represent a floating point number in modular form. One form as suggested 
by Flores (?) is 
X = ( ... 
where the x^ 's are the usual residues, M is the range and k is the exponent 
part, k is expressed in binary form and can either be positive or nega­
tive. In this notation, truncation error would be as great as (II - l), and 
T-T 
the round off error is as much as ( ^ - 1 )• Also, a number in this form 
can not be normalized. If k is increased by one, then the magnitude part 
roust be scaled by H, which will give a zero magnitude. If k is decreased 
by one then the magnitude must be multiplied by M, w-hich will give a result 
greater than H, and hence can not he expressed in residue code, 
A better way to express floating-point is by using one of the moduli 
as the base. This base should not be too large because truncation error 
depends on it. "'he logical bases to use are 2, I; or 8, In the system pro­
posed, U is used as the base in expressing the floating-point. 
X = ( x^, Xg, x_, x^ ) 
normalization can be accoinplished by shifting or scaling. Shifting is 
done with a recirculation of the overflow bits in each of the register seg­
ments, After two left shifts, the exponent must be decreased by one. An 
overflow test must be included to make sure that the residue code is witiiin 
the range, 
-i-jo s.n_Lts I'O ths right inplies division by ij., Fiefor© a shift to the 
ri::ht is r,n'!erta!cen, the nimber rr.ust be exactly divisible by U, and so it 
is n 'cr.ns.-vry to si;'virict jZ|^ on each residue. The bit that is shifted out 
•In .'I co?T-,r;nt T--.;?'' be recirculated to the most sipniixcant liit position in 
i.lr: .-jor-nnnt. The exponent part must nov: bo increasnri Iv/ niHi l.hc rvosi-
d!.c •.•ith rnspfirt lo modulo ij. of "the nf:w number conld ho round .is in I'.rpia-
tion [-n. .Scaling and multiplying: by L requires shirting and ovrrflow , le trac­
tion, v.'hicti take about 1 add cycle, 
iiulcG lor additionf subtraction, multiplication and division in float— 
point follow the same system as in the conventional modular manner, but 
vjili! the ria;'niu.ude operated in modular mode and the exponent in conven­
tional mode. 
Li iJifi o ystcm described, the 7 bits used t-o binary cneodf) the res t dije 
mcKi (2' - 1) uill be used for i.he exponent j.art. The v.'ord 1 or.-, th • i,r; 
7,f;d as fol lows 
; n.f.r.rifTT, i..xrot!<-III. r.jf'ri 
ixfonei;!, 
m.-u-nit^ j'3e 
0 
ai;d mod 2'- 1 
i''iri;TC yioaMnj^-pnint res ;duo-ru:miier system 
U9 
The mximuin magnitude of X would be the product of the three moduli, 
21 + 
which iz approximately 2 , and the range of the exponent part would be -
In the IliM 36L System, the magnitude part is 2 and the exponent part is 
also - but viith an exponent base of 16. 
M, T-kltiple Precision 
In a conventional computer, to increase the accuracy of computation, 
each number is represented by two or more word-lcnf^ ths, A natural way to 
obtain double-precision in modular form is by the use of another set of 
moduli relatively prime to the original set. Apiain this set should be of 
tlie form 2 ' and 2-1, In the system described, tlie possible moduli that 
could he added are 2^ , 2^ -^ 1 and 2^ -^ 1. The number of bits required to 
binary encode these residues is 32 or one word-lenpth. These are al::n 
5 7 8 
rol.-tivclj pririîc T-ri.th the orir-'i^al set of moduli 2'- 1, 2-1, 2- 1  and 
Q 
2"'- 1. A partial list of moduli of the form 2-1 and hheir prime factors 
lu r.l.own in '..ho Aypnr.'lix. 
i'or' a float in,";-point double-precision system, the H bits in modulo 
p 2 
2 arc- to store tlie exponent part of the number. The imsc 2 in nt til 
as 5n s in fie-pre ci. s ion. The word-length format for dr.ui :le-procj .--.i oti 
i.r.: as sî.O'-.Ti in L^'i^ure 6. 
Addition and multiplication in double-precision is a natural oxtcnricii 
of tlie fiinrle-nrccision operations, uinci; the assuiru.;d arithmetic un.it is 
a 32-1-iL paral'l ol aiider, the word-lenfrths are cprratrd on 3ci-aiT;te'J.y, Y ho 
control unit .1:1 Modified so tiiat the arit?imotic vurit can j or.forri modular 
f }.v L>;'.',i; ji;.: ';n r.-ach word-lt.-np.th. The modular enrratiijns i:u.ir:t c-rj't;';; nnci to 
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I..'!'-:- i'-ir1..i.cul;ir of moduli in that uor'J-length. 
Subtraction is also effected by obtaining the additive inverse of the 
subtrahend and the application of modular addition. An cvcrfla^ r modulus 
2 is arain used to detect any additive overflow. Division and scaling al-
r;crithr.s ray still lic applied vrith an increase in tho number of moduli. 
Although the discussion on multiplicative inverse pertains to U moduli, 
the name algorithm may be applied to any number of mndnli. lilvitln the inodu-
1:1 into two rroups, ami let be the product of ttie moduli in the i"ir:;t 
fj;roup ;ir,d for tlio xccond p;roup. The nunibers X and Y could i>e c;xprer;;5c;d 
ati 
^ h * I % I + P 
Ï  =  [ i j ]  « 2  +  h U l j  =  +  v  
a may be obtained by successively scaling X by the moduli thnt make out I-I^ . 
Similarly a may be obtained by scaling Y by the moduli of R and ip can 
fr.ur/] as 
n = A - I-l^ a 
cp = Y _ Mgp, 
I :iCO )] C'Triaut ai-e '.nn-.-m, the overflow i^ ay b':' found ar; in i n nation 'jl. 
IT there is ar overflw, th.c product may V;e appropriately scaled ar ' i I r: 
i.y! oncnt j-.-r;-t I:: hici'oa :i\i cnrrcs: nr.r! Infly. For rniO-tlrle-r recision, trio 
rnniii'cr mwluli are simply increased. 
It is assumed here that the aritbiuetic urJ.t is a 32-n.i.t ]\'a-allcl adder. 
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30 that for double or railtiple-precision, each word length is operated at a 
tJr:e. This implies that modtilar operations and conventional binary opera­
tions for double-precis ion wiU take twice as long as that of a single-
precision. 
Exponent marnitiide-
r OvcrTlow modulus 
J  
•V 
!t(,'r;iduc mod 2^ -
riod 2^ -^ 1 and mod 2^ -^ 1 
Fij^ ure 6. Floating-point double-precision format 
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III. RESIDUE IiU!-I3ER SYSTEM IN CŒ-!PuTERS 
A. Conventional Arithmetic Processor Usinp; 
Residue Number System 
In tliir; type of computer orpani zation, the arithrnptlc unit of n y aral-
In]-arithinetic-orpanized conventional computer is proposed to be nod i find 
so th'it computations may be done in either binary or residue number nyrtem. 
From a control point of view, the adder and shift remisier vrill be parti­
tioned corresponding to tlie number of moduli. The number of bits in cach 
sei-mont is required to binary/" cncode the residue di r-it of a particular 
rr-duj.us. 
Duo to the "I'act that tiie conventional binary/ circuiti-y vrill bt; useri, 
rol' atÎTif. rr.nili'Ti to bo i OT;er of 2 arif] one Icsr than r:0'/i'-r 1' Tn-iko 
: l':noni,;r'.i.or. ""if irodnlar o])eral.inris \'(:ry cI'fieJ« rit. In clar, Iho. 
uOfd lic;i-c are 2^ , 2^ - 1, 2^ - 1, 2^ - 1 and ?/- 1. 
k" 
A'i'lltion modulo 2" of t;mo residue dibits ±i: couivalont to convniiLi.':nal 
k-i)il Mnai-y addition, except that tlie most significant carr;/ is ignore d 
since 
I - - - , k 
,^  = 0 for all j ^  k. Addition modulo (2"— l) of two residue 
2'' 
dibits is ^ cuiv'jlent to conventional k-bit binarr/" addition with end around 
caiT7, ni.nee I 2^  I ,  = 1 .  V J i t h  t h i s  i m p l e m e n t a t i o n  0  r . o d  ( 2 ^ ' -  l )  h a s  
'2-1 k 
tiwo binary representations, 0 and 2-1. 
The adilitlve inverse of X 1 , is the ones cr<mpleinrni, of the binary 
I I I I fci re.'icri l.al L'Mi I'or X , , The additive inver::e for I X . i n the tv;os 
2'"-i j I y 
eo;!ijilcui(Mit op the Ivinary ret r-esentaii on of 1  X , . The t.ime re oui red to 
I IgK 
cnnp]ete a inoihOar addition will ije equal to the addition time of ihe lar,":e:;:t 
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segment. In this case the largest segment centaines 9 bits, so that modular 
add time is 9/32 of a conventional carry-ripple adder. 
Floating-point addition in modular mode may require a longer time be­
cause it is necessary to normalize the exponent parts of the tv:o operands. 
Since the magnitude part in the floating-point format has a 22-bit signifi­
cance, then normalization will be effected if the difference in exponents of 
the two operands is less than 22. The smaller number will be scaled and its 
exponent increased correspondingly, until the exponents of the two numbers 
are matched-up. On the average it is required to shift h bits which in nod­
ular operation is 2 add cycles and so floating-point addition in modular 
mode is about 2-1/3 add cycles, 
k k~ 
Multiplication both modulo 2" and modulo 2-1 can be accomplished by 
the conventional shift and add technique. Multiplying by 2^  is accomplished 
in the modular 2 shift register exactly as in a conventional k-bit shift 
register. For modulo (2^ - l), multiplexing by a poi-jer of 2 is accomplished 
as in a conventional k-bit shift register except that each bit that is shifted 
out is recirculated into the register's lowest bit position. In peneral, 
multiplying by a power of 2, both modulo 2^  and modulo (2^ - l), only requires 
shifting operations and no additions. In multiplication, the k partial prod­
ucts win be formed and added in residue mode. Again, multiplication will 
depend upon the coirçrutation of the largest segment which has 9 bits. On the 
average, there -will be 5 partial products to be added modularly. Since an 
addition in the 9-bit segment is 9/32 of an add cycle, then on the average 
a modular multiply is 1:5/32 of a conventional add cycle. For a maximum time 
of inultiplication, there will be 9 modular additions or 81/32 add cycles. 
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Dividing by 2, for both modtilo 2^  and modtilo (2^ - l) can be accoia-
plished by a conventional shift technique. Before shifting to the right, 
the residue-coded ntunber must be exactly divisible by 2, and this is so if 
II If 
the least significant bit of |A j , is 0, For modulo 2" , the register "vri-ll 
2 
be simply shifted, and a zero is forced into the most significant bit posi­
tion. For modtilo (2^ — l), the bits will be shifted to the right btit the 
shifted-out bits will be recirctilated to the most-significant bit position. 
If the residue-coded number is not divisible by 2, that is | X| , is equal 
2 
to 1, then it is necessary to subtract out 1 in all the segments before 
shifting to the right. 
Binary-to-residue conversion for modulo 2^  and modulo (2^ - l) is accom­
plished by a series of shifts and modular additions. The residues could be 
computed in parallel. The residue with respect to modulo 2^  ^of a binary 
represented number will be the least significant k bits. For modulo (2^ - l), 
the binary represented number will be segmented into k-bit and these seg­
ments are added modulo (2^ - 1). The time required to perform this conver­
sion will be 1 carry-ripple add c^ œle. 
Residue-to-mixed radix conversion is done by implementing Equation 27, 
and for a fast conversion a special circuit is designed to implement the 
integer function. The conventional full binary adder will be used but 
instead of propagating the carry, they will be recorded in the carry regis­
ter. With the carry register and the partial-sum register, a pulse is 
initiated from the binary point to search if the sum of the fractional part 
of the two registers is pirater or less than one. The overflow from the 
fractional part will he added to the integer part. With this algorithm a 
mixed-radix digit may be obtained in one conventional add cycle. 
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Overflow detection is sinûlar to roixed-radix dipit computation, which 
also used the special circuit for fast detection. Magnitude comparison is 
accomplished by taking the inverse of the second mrnber, adding it to the 
first, and testing for an overflow. If there is no overflow, then the sec­
ond number is greater than the firstj otherwise the converse is true. 
For division, the residue-coded number is converted into a mixed-radix 
form and division -will be done by a series of subtractions and shifts as in 
conventional fashion, with some modifications. Mixed-radix addition for the 
V 
2 - 1 sepTnent requires the overfloi^  bit to be added to the next seront as 
>rell as to the same segment. For the 2' se gone nt, the overflow bit is passed 
on to the next sepmcnt. Multiplication by poi^ er of 2 in mixed-radix form 
is inTOlemented by shifting to the left. For the 2^ - 1 segment, the over-
flow- bit is recirculated and passed on the next segment, while for the 2 " 
segment, no recirculation is needed. Division in this system will be as fast 
as a conventional division, so that the extra time is due to the conversion 
from residue to mixed-radix, which is about h add cycles. Other authors (o) 
and (13), performed division in a binary representation wherein the con\,-er-
sion time is 2f aaa cycles. îîeconversion from mixed-radix to residue code 
may be done in parallel and will take I4 modular multiplies and h modular 
additions, or about 5 add cycles, 
3, Arithmetic Processor in Residue Mode with 
Magnetic Core Matrix 
The preceding discussion for ijnplementing modular operations is suit­
able for modifying an existing digital computer. However, when one has the 
option to design the arithmetic circuiti^ r^  a better approach is to ijnplement 
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special circuitry for each modular operation. 
In this system, the resid"ue digits are stored in their binary notations 
so that a non-conventional memory organization wiH not be requii^ d. Residue 
addition and multiplication wiU be done in a parallel manner, and no conven­
tional binary shifts or add operations will be "used. Determination of the 
mixed-radix digit will be accarç)lished by means of an analog method, in 
order to increase conversion speed. It will also increase the speed of over-
floif detection, narnitude comnarison, scaling and division operations. 
One method is to -use a mapnetic core matrix operating in half current 
mode as proposed by Aiken and Semon (l). The two residue mambers are used 
as inputs to the matrix. The result is then generated by appropriate sense 
t-jindings. In this mechanization, both modular addition and multiplication 
can be implemented by a single core matrix, but with two different sense 
wires for each operation. This is illustrated below for sum and product of 
modTJlo 5» 
k .  Additi on and multiplication table for modulo 5  
0  1  2  3  h  0  1  2  3  h  
0  0  1  2  3  h  0  0  0  0  0  Q  
1  1  2  3  h  0  1  0  1  2  3  h  
2  2  3  U  0  1  
^ 5  2  
0  2  h  1  3  
3  3  1 :  0  1  2  3  0  3  1  U  2  
h  h  0  1  2  3  h  0  k  3  2  1  
Sum Mod 5 Product Kod 5 
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UK 
|Y|c |T| 
l%l, 
0  1  2  3  i l  
0 3  l i  
0  1 2  3  1  
/cm incd 5 Procliict mod ^ 
FipTjre 7. Mafmetic core matrix as a mod S adder and multiplier 
Subtraction may be implemented by getting the inverse of the subtra­
hend, and this could be done in the core matrix. Notinft that 
I  ^ L. - ° 
then the inverse of X may be ocitained by applying the value of X on the 
x-inrut and at the same time apply a pulse on the 0-output termi.nal. The 
y-inrut leads will represent the inverse of X, A similar procedure may lie 
usnd in findinfT the multiplicative inverse of X, wherein a pulse is jni.ti­
nted on tJio l-terminal of the multiplication output and X is applied on the 
X-input. The y-input leads will represent the multiplicative inverse of X. 
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Since the digits are stored in binary form, then a decoder may be need­
ed before applying to the core matrix. An encoder is also needed when stor­
ing the residue digit to the memory. Circuitry for a decoder and an en­
coder are shown in Figure 8, 
stored i'jn-'iry bii,3 
; ; X2 V 
E>- ° 
• •)— 2 
9 - 3  
From nntrut of cri-c; 
Matrix 
0  1 2  3  'I 
^ 
Î)- -o 
Decofior 
Figure 8. Decoder and encoder circuit 
!-ru;Ofior 
If the moduli usod here are 13, 11, 7, 5 ,  3 and 2, then the ranrc M 
30,030 which requires 12 bits for binary representation. A resiiiue-coded 
number reouires 17 bits and a sif^  bit, so that the memory has an 18-bit 
word length. The number of magnetic cores in the matrix needed to imrle-
 ^2 
ment modular addition and multiplication is ni- = L77 magnetic 
1=1 ^ 
cores. This is about the same as the number of gates, if a logical net­
work is used to implement modular operations. As coripnrcd in c.tuivnui,L<iri;il 
arltlimetic, the hardware is about 1; times greater, but with much faster 
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speed. The core switching time is about 110 nanoseconds (3h)» while the 
(^ ate switching time is about 20 nanoseconds (l?)» Considering the transla­
tion times and the number of levels in the decoder-encoder circuit a modu­
lar addition will be 1/9 of a conventional add cycle. This includes the 
coding and decoding tine. Modular multiplication will be as fast as modu­
lar addition. 
Converting from binary-represented number to a residue-coded number 
vri.ll be a direct implementation of Equation 27. The residue digits are 
computed in parallel and the constant J 2"^  may be obtained by multi-
• ' m^  
plying 2 ,  j-times through the core matrix for modulo m^ j or it ra-iy be stored 
in the memory. The maximum binary conversion time requires 13 modular ad-
fiitionn and 13 modular multiplications, or about 3 atid cycles. 
To implement the circuit for finding the mixed-radix dipit, tlie sum­
mation in Equation 27 could be determined by analog means. The sum will go 
through a chopped circuit in cascade, where the sum is subtracted from the 
highest power of m^ . Each stage consist of a comparison circuit and a 
subtracter. The former compares the input voltage to a reference voltage. 
If the comparison shows that the input is equal-to or greater-than the re­
ference voltage thrn the comparison circuit ( Schmitt Trigrer T/ircuit ) 
wj11 initiate the subtractor to perform subtraction. If not, then the input 
is paused on the next p-^ agc, where it will be amplified by m^  times. '^ ;.is 
process will h-- repeated until the last stage, after which the output will 
be decoded into m^ - 1, m^ - 2, 1, 0, levels. This t:,/pe of quantizer 
har: 13 bits precision and provides nanoseconds resolution (B). For higher 
precision, a closed loop type (25 ) may be used but with longer resolution 
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time. 
To consider a particular circuit, let us consider that the moduli are 
7, S and 3> so that applying Equation 2? will give 
^3 " ^3 ' [ ^ " Ç"] I3 
ant] the circuit to realize a^  is shown on Figure 9« 
The main advantage of an analog technique is that conversion may be 
done rapidly; however, there is a trade off on accuracy. The conversion 
circuit described is patterned after a conventional analog-to-dipital con­
verter. For a quantizer (29) with a SO nrv tri^ e^r level, an analog voltage 
may be converted to a 13-bit precision, hence the moduli I3, 11, 7, 3 
 ^ 13 
and 2  could be used where M = J j  m. is approximately 2 . Tlic modulus 
i=l  ^
wi.ll be used here as the overflow bit, and may be used also as the base for 
a .floating-point notation. This circuit will employ l|)i amplifiers and Jiii 
Sclmitt triggers. 
Overflow detection mil be a contutation for the overi'low Hi rit a,. 
' y  
and the quantizer circuit will be used. There would be no overflow if 
turns out to be zero; otherwise the converse is true. 
The first algorithm in division will be used in this system, since 
the moduli nre made up of the lower rrime numbers. Division will be a suc­
cessive scalinr of the numerator and the denominator. This is done l)e-
cau;-e imilti plyiu}'; V)y the inverse is as fast as a modular addition. 
Schmitt R 
trigger 
9v. 
6v. 
Schmitt 
trigger 
r -e 
Fig'jre 9, Cascade quantiser circuit 
Schmitt R 
trigger 
Schmitt 
2R 
2 
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C. Performance Analysis 
In this section the performance of a conventional 32-bit parallel-
arithmetic computer will be compared with the performance of a 32-bit modu­
lar arithmetic computer. For the purpose of analysis, the problem of find­
ing the eigenvalues of a charactersitic matrix will be examined. Consider 
Ax » >x (63) 
( A - ) = 0 
•where A is an n by n matrix, x is an n-column vector and >. is the eigen­
value. Assuming the x^ , .... x^  are the eigenvectors, then lot a vec­
tor V° 
= c^ x^  + CgXg + ... + c^ x^  (6U) 
where c^ 's are chosen arbitrarily. Pre-multiplying Equation 6h. with A, 
k and k+1 times, and using Equation 63 
• aV . - ... - (65) 
If k is larre enough, and that 
I \ I ^  I ^2 I ^  " I \ I 
then Equation 65 will approximately be 
= A^ ° = c^ x^ >^  (66) 
62 b 
k k+1 /'sinp the first element of V and V , the dominant eipenvalije would be 
,k+l 
v; 
V: 
(67) 
To check if k is large enough, the determinant 
vk-1 
must approach zero. 
If, however, 1  ^| = | | | | ^ .... | | , niid k is 
larf*e cnoDfJi, then Equation 65 will be; ajiproxiiaately 
-^k  ^ - .k , - ^ k 
V . + CgXgXg (68) 
k+2f, _ - -,k+2 . . - •.k+2 
2 2 V  ^°i^  ^ + CgX^ X' 
i'incn I I = I I , then there is a quadratic nquntinn with n nnd 
niich thnt 
+ + b 0 (69) 
Xg + aX^  + b 0 
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Then 
+ bV^  = ( >^  + a>^  + b ) + 
( Xg + aXg + b ) CgXgXg 
0 . 
Lookinp: at the first 2 components. 
avk+1 + H O
 
(70) 
+ bVg = 0 . 
Solving for a and b from Equation 70, and can be found from Equation 
69. 
To check if the degree of k is large enough, the determinant 
v: 
V 
V 
k+2 
1 
k+2 
2 
k+2 
v: 
V 
v: 
k+l 
1 
k+l 
2 
k+l 
2 
,k 
must approach zero. 
After firicllng the dominant eigenvalue and eigenvector, t?io mntrijc A 
will be deflated. 
B = A - (71) 
whore = 1, The deflated matrix B has the same set of characteristic 
row and column vectors as A, and the same set of characteristic roots, 
except til at is replaced by zero. 
6h 
If there is more than one dominant root, say and then the 
deflated matrix would be 
T _ _T 
B = A - * (72) 
In this problem there will be a series of matrix multiplication and for 
an n by n m.3trix, there would be n multiplications and n additions in find­
ing the elements of the product matrix. It is customary to divide the ele­
ments by the pivotal coefficient a^ , so that the elements won't increase 
in magnitude. For each matrix multiplication there %fill be n^  additions, 
3 2 
n multiplications and n divisions. Using the average computation times 
for addition, multiplication and division in terms of add cycles, the con­
ventional compute time for k iterations will be 
3 2 Conventional time = 17 Icn + 16 Icn . 
This is true for l^ oth floating-point and fixed point arithmetic. In m.odular 
technique 
3 2 
Floating-point rodulqr time = 5 + 2 h  kn 
3 2 5'ixed-point modular time = 3 kn + 2h kn . 
This include already the overflow testing in the operations of addition and 
multiplication. 
The savings in time is proportional to the number of iterations and 
the number of elements in the matrix, k is not constant but is dependent 
upon the accuracy needed, and would be extremely large if the two eigenv-al-
ues are nearly equal in magnitude. Also, the computation time indicated 
above is the time required to determine the dominant roots. The next demi-
nant roots may be fotoid. by the same power method vjith the deflated matrix. 
All in allj it vjould be difficult to determine the number of iterations. 
Assuming that there are 10 iterations for each dominant root, then for a 
20 by 20 matrix the performance coiig^ arison for a modular technique and a 
conventional arithmetic could be 5 "to 1 for fixed-point operations and 3 
to 1 for floitinr-point operations. Other techniques for speeding arith­
metic operations varies linearly with the number of add cycles. For carrj'-
look-ahead adder the performance would be 5 to 1 (20), 
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IV. CONCLUS I QMS 
The preceding work was intended as a preliminary investigation towards 
the use of the residue-number system in the arithmetic unit of a digital 
computer. A number of papers [(6), (13) and (22)] have already demonstrated 
the feasibility of using this system for special purpose computers, where 
the rroblem requires a number of additions and multiplications but reln-
tively few division. The author proposes a new method in obtaining the 
mixed radix digit of a number to solve the problem of magnitude comparison, 
sign detection, overflow detection and conversion. This method could be 
used to compute the mixed-radix digits in a parallel sense rather than the 
conventional sequential process reported in other papers [(5), (6), (lO), 
(11), (13) and (22)]. A combined digital and analog technique for imple­
menting the process was presented. The author alno proposes a new algo­
rithm for use in scaling and division, making use of a parallel process to 
obtain the mjjced-radix digits. 
In mor-iifying an existing conventional computer tn process in residue 
mode, tJie moduli .ire chosen to he of the form 2 and 2 - 1 in order tn make 
modular operations very efficient. Addition and subtraction times would be 
1/3 that of the equivalent operational times for a conventionally organized 
computer. Modular multiplication time is I/I6 that of a conventional mul­
tiply, Computation time in division increased to 1-1/2 that of n conven­
tional operation due to the additional conversion reouired. However in 
itei-ative matr:lx analysis, which is commonly used in scientific problems, 
the i ricreaise in division time is offset by the decrease in multiplication 
67 
and addition times. The overall improvement for these type of problems is 
3 to 1. 
Although the problems on overflow detection, magnitude comparison, sign 
detection and conversion have reasonable solutions, the problem on division 
is still left open. The author feels that the residue number system vrill 
be extremely rowerful if the problem in division is completely solved. 
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VII. APPENDIX 
Table 5* A partial list of moduli of the form (2^ - l) and their prime 
factors 
k Moduli (2^ — l) Prime Factors 
2 3 -
3 7 -
h  15 3,5 
31 -
6  63 3,7 
7 127 -
8 255 3,5 
9 511 7,73 
10 1023 3,11,31 
11 20U7 23,89 
12 LO95 3,5,7,13 
13 8191 -
